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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the monotonicity of a heteroclinic orbit (when-
ever it exists) and the spectral property of the variational equations
associated to the heteroclinic orbit for a class of delay-differential equations
that takes the form
x* (t)=F(x(t), x(t&r)), x(t) # RN. (1.1)
The spectral properties obtained in this paper can be used to eventually
prove the existence and uniqueness of the heteroclinic orbits by a global
continuation, and to study the existence, uniqueness, and the stability of
the square wave periodic solutions for singularly perturbed delay-differen-
tial equations arising from modeling the physical and biological problems.
The existence as well as the uniqueness of a heteroclinic orbit for dif-
ferential equation has been of great interest in the area of differential equa-
tions and dynamical systems, both for their mathematical theory and their
applications. Typical examples include the traveling wave fronts for reac-
tion diffusion equations, traveling wave solution for lattice differential
equations, as well as the heteroclinic solutions that describe the fast
motion, or transition layer for singularly perturbed differential equations,
etc.. While variety of methods have been developed to study the existence
and uniqueness of the heteroclinic orbits (mostly for ordinary differential
equations), ranging from the analytic methods such as shooting method
and Evan’s function, to homotopy methods based on topological degree
theory or the Conley index theory, to the dynamical system approach by
studying the intersections of stable and unstable manifolds [9], to the
monotone iterative scheme [21], and to the bifurcation method based
on the theory of the center manifold [4, 10, 11], in this paper we are
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particularly interested in a approach introduced by Cow, Lin, and Mallet-
Paret [5] in 1989 to study the existence and uniqueness of a heteroclinic
orbit for a two dimensional system of delay differential equations that
serves as the transition layers for a square wave periodic solution of a
singularly perturbed delay differential equation. This approach was first
introduced by Chow, Diekmann, and Mallet-Paret [3] to study the exist-
ence of symmetric periodic solutions of a Volterra integral equations. This
method was used later on by Mallet-Paret [18] to study the existence and
uniqueness of traveling wave solutions for lattice differential equations, by
Bates, Five, Ren,Aand Wang [1] to study the traveling waves of a convolu-
tion model for phase transitions, and also used by Huang [14] to study
the existence and uniqueness of bistable traveling wave solution for a
system of reaction-diffusion equations.
The technique developed in [5] is a global continuation approach that
based on the exponential dichotomies and the method of Liapunov
Schmidt. A clear description of this approach can be found in Section 1 of
[5]. One of the most important steps of this approach is to show the struc-
tural stability or hyperbolicity of a heteroclinic orbit, whenever it exists, by
using the method of LiapunovSchmidt developed early in [12]A To
achieve this a great deal of efforts must be made to detect the property of
the heteroclinic orbit and to investigate the dimension of the null space and
the codimension of the range of a closed, unbounded operator A arising
from the variational equation (or the linearization) arAAnd the heteroclinic
orbit. To be specific, a heteroclinic orbit will preserve the (locally unique)
existence under small perturbation provided that
dim N(A)=dim N(A*)=1
(H)
(*, ,){0, R(A)=[ : (*, )=0],
where A* is a properly defined formal adjoint operator of A, , and * are
the eigenfunctions associated with the zero eigenvalue, and ( } , } ) denotes
the functional.
In this paper we are particularly interested in the spectral property of the
operator arising from the linearlization around a heteroclinic orbit not only
for the application to establishing the existence and uniqueness of
heteroclinis orbit but for the further application to some other closely
related problems. Let us address this more specifically. One of our impor-
tant motivations to study the existence and uniqueness of the heteroclinic
orbit for the equation (1.1) comes from the study of the following
singularly perturbed delay differential equation
=z* (t)= f (z(t), z(t&1)), z(t) # Rm, 0<=<<1 (1.2)
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that has been serving as the model for many nonlinear optical and biologi-
cal problems (see [6, 10, 19] and references therein). A special case of (1.2),
when m=1 and the scalar function f takes particular forms, has been most
extensively studied by many authors. A collection of references can be
found in [7, 13]. However it is little known for higher dimensional system
except for some local bifurcation results [4, 10, 11]. A practically important
and mathematically interesting problem regarding the equation (1.2) can
be explained as follows. Suppose f possesses a pair of period doubling
points p1 and p2. That is, f ( p1, p2)=0 and f ( p2, p1)=0 (here we may have
abused the common meaning of the period doubling points p1 and p2 for
a function g, where it means p1= g( p2) and p2= g( p1)). It is therefore
natural to expect, under some addition conditions that, for sufficiently
small =>0 Eq. (1.2) has a square-wave-like periodic solution of period
2+O(=) alternating between p1 and p2. By a scaling of time t  &=rt this
leads to the study of the existence of heteroclinic orbit for the following
transition layer equations (see [4,6])
u* (t)=&f (u(t), v(t&r))
u(t), v(t) # Rm, (1.3)
v* (t)=&f (v(t), u(t&r)),
with the boundary conditions
lim
t  &
(u(t), v(t))=( p2, p1), lim
t  
(u(t), v(t))=( p1, p2). (1.4)
We notice that Eq. (1.3) is a particular form of Eq. (1.4). Beside the problem
of the existence of a hereoclinic orbit for the transition layer equation, the
immediate questions we will ask are whether the existence of a heteroclnic
orbit implies the existence of a square wave periodic solutions for all small
=, and if so, what we can say about the stability of the square wave periodic
solution. We point out that the spectral property of the operator arising
from the variational equation at a heteroclinic orbit plays a central role to
answer these questions. It has been proved by Lin [16] that the square
wave periodic solution does bifurcate for small =>0 provided that the
linear operator A mentioned earlier satisfies the spectral condition given in
(H). For a special case of (1.2) where f is scalar function that takes form
f (x)=&x+ g(x) with g(x) being monotone decreasing and odd, Fan [8]
has proved the stability of square wave periodic solution by a further care-
ful study of the spectral structure of the linear operator associated with the
heteroclinic orbit. It is intuitively clear that in order to obtain the stability
of the square wave periodic solution one needs not only that the zero
to be a simple eigenvalue of the operator A but it to be a spectral bound
of A, namely one needs further to show that sup[Re * : * # _(A)]= 0.
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In a forth coming paper we will show that the condition
sup[Re * : * # _(A)]=0, together with the condition that iv  _(A) for all
v # R with v2?r{integer, indeed imply the stability of the square wave
periodic solution. So the purpose of this paper is not limited to build the
condition (H) but to further explore the relation of the zero eigenvalue and
the spectral bound of A.
We finally point out that the approach developed in this paper to study
the monotonicity of a heteroclinic orbit and the spectral property of the
corresponding variational equation is different form those in [5]. The
theory of nonnegative matrices, the spectral properties of resolvent positive
operators in the Bancah space, as well as the Laplace transformation
technique are employed in this paper that enable us to efficiently handle the
higher dimensional systems when the nonlinear function satisfies certain
type of monotone property.
This paper is organized as follows. We first state our main results
Theorem A and Theorem B, in Section 2. The proofs of main results are
divided into the rest sections. In Section 3 we study the eigenvalue problem
for a system of linear delay differential equations with constant coefficients.
The results obtained in this section will be used in Section 4 to study the
asymptotical behavior as time t  \ of the bounded solutions for a
linear nonautonomous system. The information of the asymptotical
behavior of bounded solutions then is used in Sections 5 and 6. Section 5
is devoted to the study of the monotonicity of a heteroclinic orbit and to
giving a complete proof of Theorem A. The proof of Theorem B, which
describes the spectral property of the variational equation at a heteroclinic
orbit, is given in Section 6.
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND STATEMENTS OF MAIN RESULTS
Consider the delay differential equation
x* (t)=F(x(t), x(t&r)), x(t) # RN, (2.1)
where r is a constant. We suppose Eq. (2.1) has two equilibria ! j=
(! j1 , ..., !
j
N) # R
N, j=1, 2 with !1i <!
2
i for i=1, ..., N. Let R/R
N be a closed
rectangle
R=[x=(x1 , ..., xN) # RN : !1i xi!
2
i , i=1, ..., N] .
We further assume that there is an open neighborhood U/RN of R such
that the nonlinear function F=(F1 , ..., FN) : U_U  RN is continuously
differentiable and satisfies the following hypotheses:
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(A1) For x, y # U,
Fi (x, y)
xj
0, i{ j, i, j=1, ..., N,
Fi (x, y)
yj
0, i, j=1, ..., N.
(A2) sup[Re * : * # _(Mj)]<0 for j=1, 2, where Mj=&Fx(! j, ! j)&
Fy (! j, ! j), and Fx (x, y) and Fy (x, y) denote the partial derivatives of F
with respect to x and y respectively.
(A3) For j=1, 2, the matrix Mj is irreducible and Fy (! j, ! j){0 (see
[2, p. 27] for the definition of the irreducibility).
(A4) Both Fx(x, y) and Fy (x, y) are Ho lder continuous at (! j, ! j)
for j=1, 2.
We remark here that the assumption (A1) is partially motivated by some
biological and optical models having monotone negative feedback and the
assumption (A2) is somehow similar to the so-called bistable phenomena
appearing commonly in application.
Our main results of this paper are stated as follows.
Theorem A. Under the hypotheses (A1)(A4), (a) if r0 then Eq. (2.1)
has no heteroclinic solution connecting !1 and !2; (b) there is a neighborhood
0U of R such that if r>0 and Eq. (2.1) has a heteroclinic solution xh (t)
such that xh (t) # 0 for all t # R and
lim
t  &
xh (t)=!1, lim
t  
xh (t)=!2,
then xh (t) is monotone.
Next for 1p let L p=L p (Rn, Cn) and let
W1, p=[, # LP : , is absolutely continuous and ,4 # L p].
Theorem B. Suppose xh (t) is a monotone increasing heteroclinic solu-
tion of Eq. (2.1) connecting from !1 to !2. Let A : W1, 1  L1 be the linear
operator corresponding to the variational equation of (2.1) at xh (t), that is,
for , # W1, 1,
(A,)(t)=,4 (t)+P(t) ,(t)+Q(t) ,(t&r), t # R,
where
P(t)=&Fx(xh (t), xh (t&r)), Q(t)=&Fy (xh (t), xh (t&r)),
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and let A*: W1,   L be formal adjoint operator of A defined by (see
Section 2 in [14])
(A*)(t)=&4 (t)+PT (t) (t)+QT (t+r) (t+r), t # R,
where ‘‘T ’’ denotes the transpose. Then we have
(i) sup[Re * : * # _(A)]=0 and 0 is an eigenvalue for both A and A*;
(ii) dim N(A)=dim N(A*)=codim R(A)=1. Moreover A has a
strictly positive eigenfunction ,h=x* h and A* has a positive eigenfunction *
corresponding to the 0 eigenvalue, respectively. Consequently we have
|

&
[*(t)]T ,h (t) dt{0
and
R(A)={, # L1 : |

&
[*(t)]T ,(t) dt=0= .
And hence sup[Re * : * # _(A)]=0 is a simple eigenvalue of A*.
(iii) For each * # C with Re *=0, * # _(A) if and only if *=i2n?r,
where n is an integer. Moreover *=i2n?r is a simple eigenvalue of A.
3. EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
Let us begin with the study of the eigenvalue problem of for Eq. (2.1) at
the equilibria !1 and !2. The information of eigenvalues and the corre-
sponding eigenvectors will be very useful for us to understand the
asymptotical behavior of a heteroclinic solution (if it exists) and the spec-
tral properties of the linear operator A arising from the linearization at the
heteroclini solution.
Throughout this paper the following notations will be used.
(1) For ’ # CN, ’i denotes the ith component of ’, i=1, ..., N.
(2) For two vectors ’, ! # RN,
’! if ’i!i for all i=1, ..., N;
’>! if ’! and ’{!;
’>>! if ’i>!i for all i=1, ..., N.
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(3) For an N_N matrix A, its ij entry is denoted by Aij . For two
matrices A, B # RN_N, the notations AB, A>B, and A>>B are defined
in an analogous way as above for vectors.
(4) For an N_N matrix Q, let s(Q) and r(Q) denote the spectral
bound and spectral radius of Q respectively as
s(Q)=sup[Re * : * # _(Q)],
r(Q)=sup[ |*| : * # _(Q)].
We list following well known properties for so-called M-matrix (a matrix
all its diagonal entries are nonnegative) and positive matrix. Suppose that
Q # RN_N is an M-matrix (resp. Q0), then
[P1] s(Q) (resp. r(Q)) is an eigenvalue of Q and there exists a non-
negative eigenvector associated with s(Q) (resp. r(Q));
[P2] in addition, if Q is irreducible, then s(Q) (resp. r(Q)) is a
simple eigenvalue of Q and the associated eigenvector is strictly positive;
[P3] If Q>0 is irreducible and there are real number : and vector
’ # RN such that ’>0 and
Q’:’ (resp. Q’>:’),
then r(Q): (resp. r(Q)>:) (see [2, Theorem 1.1, p. 28]).
For a pair of matrices A, B # RN_N, the following conditions will be
frequently referred:
(H1) Aij0 for i{ j, i, j=1, ..., N, and B0.
(H2) s (A+B)<0.
The main purpose of this section is to present Theorem 3.7 at the end of
this section that describes the asymptotical behavior of a bounded solution
for the delay equation x* (t)=&Ax(t)&Bx(t&r), where the matrices A and
B satisfy the conditions (H1) and (H2) and some additional conditions.
To be specific, we shall show that the characteristic equation
det(*I+A+B&*r)=0 has two real simple eigenvalues *
*
<0 and **>0
such that the associated eigenvectors are strictly positive, and moreover,
sup[Re * : det(*I+A+Be&*r)=0 and Re *0]=*
*
,
(P)
inf[Re * : det(*I+A+Be&*r)=0 and Re *0]=**.
Since some proofs are quite technical, it will be helpful to provide a brief
discussion how these eigenvalues *
*
and ** can be obtained so that readers
may have a more clear motivation of proofs developed in this section.
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Suppose that, in addition to conditions (H1) and (H2), A+B is irreducible
and B>0. Let r>0 be fixed. It follows from property [P1] and [P2] that
for each * # R, s(A+e&*rB) is simple eigenvalue of A+e&*rB with the
corresponding eigenvector being strictly positive. If we define \: R  R by
\(+)=s(A+e&+rB), then it is obvious that \(+) is continuous and differ-
entiable with respect to +. Note that B>0, intuitively one can see
that \(+)   exponential as +  &. Moreover it is clear that
\(+)  s(A)>& as +  . Furthermore the condition (H2) implies that
\(0)=s(A+B)<0. Hence one is able to conclude that the graph of \ and
the line y=&+ have at least one intersection on the right half plane
and one intersection on the left half plane. That is the equation
s(A+e&+rB)=&+ has at least two solutions *
*
and ** with *
*
<0<**.
It is obvious that both *
*
and ** are zero of det(*I+A+e&*rB) with the
corresponding eigenvectors being strictly positive. What we want to show
is that the equation s(A+e&+rB)=&+ has precisely two solutions
*
*
<0<** that have the property (P). Moreover we shall show that the
graph of \(+) and the line y=&+ intersect transversal at (\(*
*
), (*
*
)) and
(\(**), **), that implies that both *
*
and ** are simple zeros of
det(*I+A+e&*rB). Intuitively one may guess that the graph of \ is con-
cave upwards so that the existence of a unique pair of solutions *
*
and **
as well as the transversality seem to be obvious. This can be verified for
some special cases. However for general case it is not clear whether the
graph of \ is concave. That forces us to use more technical approach to
deal with the above problem.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose A and B satisfy the conditions (H1) and (H2). In
addition suppose that A+B is irreducible and B{0. Then for each fixed
r>0,
lim
+  &
s(A+Be&+r)=.
Proof. For + # R let \(+)=s(A+Be&+r). It is clear that \(+) is increas-
ing as + decreases. So if the lemma is not true then
lim
+  &
\(+)=\(&)<.
Now for each + # R, since A+B&+r is irreducible, there exists h+ # RN with
h+>>0 and &h+ &RN=1 such that
(A+Be&+r) h+=\(+) h+ .
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Since [h+ : + # R] is bounded, without loss of generality we suppose
(otherwise we can choose a sequence +n)
lim
+  &
h+=h .
Then it is clear that h>0. Let us first assume h>>0. Since B>0, we
have Bh>0. It follows that
= lim
+  &
&e&+rBh+&RN
= lim
+  &
&(\(+) I&A) h+&RN
=&(\(&) I&A) h&RN
<.
This is a contradiction. Next assume that h is not strictly positive. So
there is a permutation matrix P such that
Ph=h*=_ 0’*& ,
where 0<<’* # Rk with 1k<N. Now we have
P(A+Be&+r) PTPh+=\(+) Ph+ , (3.1)
and
lim
+  &
Ph+=h*=_ 0’*& . (3.2)
Let
PAPT=_C11 C12C21 C22& , PBPT=_
D11 D12
D21 D22& , Ph+=_
’1+
’2+& , (3.3)
where ’1+ # R
N&k, ’2+ # R
k, C12 and D12 are (N&k)_k matrices, and all
other matrices Cij ’s Dij ’s are in compatible sizes. By (3.1) and (3.3) we have
C11 ’1++C12’
2
++e
&+r (D11’1++D12’
2
+)=\(+) ’
1
+ . (3.4)
(3.2) yields that
lim
+  &
’1+=0, lim
+  &
’2+=’*>>0. (3.5)
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Noticing that ’1+0, D110, and D120, by letting +  & in (3.4) and
using (3.5) we obtain C12=D12=0. Hence
P(A+B) PT=_C11+D11C21+D21
0
C22+D22& .
Thus A+B is reducible that contradicts the assumption of Lemma 3.1. K
Corollary 3.2. Suppose A and B satisfy the assumptions of Lemma
3.1. Then
lim
+  &
s(A+e&+rB)
&+
=.
Proof. Suppose on contrary that there exist a sequence [+j] and M # R
such that +j  & as j   and
s(A+Be&+j r)=\(+j) &+jM
for all j. On the other hand notice that det(A+e&+rB&*I ) is a polynomial
of e&+r and * with degree N. We therefore have for each j,
0=det(A+Be&+j r&\(+ j) I )
=e&k+j rPk (\(+j))+e&(k&1) +j rPk&1 (\(+ j))+ } } } +P0 (\(+j)), (3.6)
where k # [0, 1, ..., N], Pi (*), i=0, ..., k, are all polynomials of degree N,
and Pk (*)0. By Lemma 3.1 one can deduce that k1. For otherwise we
would have
0=det(A+Be&+j r&\(+j) I )=P0 (\(+ j)).
And hence \(+j) would be bounded that contradicts Lemma 3.1. Now (3.6)
yields that
0=Pk (\(+ j))+e+j rPk&1 (\(+j))+ } } } +ek+j rP0 (\(+j)). (3.7)
Since 0<\(+j)=O( |+j | ) as j   and limj  + j=&, we have
lim
j  
ei+j rPk&i (\(+j))=0, i=1, ..., k.
(3.7) and the last equality therefore yield that
lim
j  
Pk (\(+ j))=0.
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Thus we must have Pk (*)#0 because \(+ j)   as j  . This again is a
contradiction. K
Lemma 3.3. Let A, B # RN_N satisfy the conditions (H1) and (H2). Then
there is a $>0 such that for all real numbers &, %, +, and : with +0 and
:&$
det((i&&:) I+A+e&+&i%B){0. (3.8)
Proof. Condition (H2) implies that there is a $>0 such that
s(A+B)<: for all :&$. It follows that for all : &$ we have
s(&:I+A+B)<0. (3.9)
We claim that (3.8) holds if +0 and :&$. We show this by contradic-
tion. Suppose det((i&&:) I+A+e&+&i%B)=0 for some &, %, +, : # R with
+0 and :&$. Then there is a nonzero vector ’ # CN such that
((i&&:) I+A+e&+&i%B) ’=0.
Let d>$ be a sufficiently large number such that d+Aii>0 for i=1, ..., N.
Then dI+A is a positive matrix and we have
(dI+A+e&+&i%B) ’=(d+:&i&) ’.
If we let |’|=( |’1 |, ..., |’N | ), then |’|>0. Notice that dI+A=A 0 and
B>0, the above equality yields that for j=1, ..., N, we have
(d+:) |’j ||d+:&iv| |’j |
= } :
N
k=1
(A jk+e&+&i%Bjk) ’k }
 :
N
k=1
(A jk+Bjk) |’k |.
It therefore follows that
(d+:) |’|(dI+A+B) |’|.
Thus the property [P3] of the positive matrix implies that
r(dI+A+B)d+:.
Hence the matrix dI+A+B has a real eigenvalue r(dI+A+B) greater
than or equal to d+:. Consequently the matrix &:I+A+B has a real
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eigenvalue larger than or equal to zero. This contradicts the inequality
(3.9). K
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 we have
Corollary 3.4. Let matrices A and B satisfy conditions (H1) and (H2).
Then for each r0,
(a) det(*I+A+e&*rB) has exactly N zeros with positive real part,
where the multiplicity of a zero is taken into account;
(b) for any real number +, if s(A+e&+rB)=&+, then for each fixed
=>0, det(*I&=I+A+e&*rB) has precisely N zeros with real part greater
than +.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that
det(i&I+A+e&i&rB){0, & # R, r0.
This yields that the number of zeros of det(*I+A+e&*rB) that have
positive real part is a constant for all r0. Hence to claim the part (a) of
Corollary 3.3 it suffices to show that det(*I+A+B) has exactly N zeros
with positive real part. However, this a direct consequence of (H2). The
part (b) is in fact a consequence of the part (a). Suppose for some + # R
with s(A+e&+rB)=&+, then s(+I+A+e&+rB)=0. It follows that
s(+I&=I+A+e&+rB)<0 for each =>0. Now let A0=(+&=) I+A and
B0=e&+rB. Then the matrices A0 and B0 satisfy the conditions (H1) and
(H2). Therefore the part (a) implies
det((*++) I&=I+e&(*++) rB)=det(*I+A0+e&*rB0)
has exactly N zeros with positive real part. Consequently
det(*I&=I+e&*rB) has exactly N zeros with positive real part greater
than +. K
Proposition 3.5. Suppose A and B satisfy the conditions (H1) and
(H2). In addition suppose A+B is irreducible and B{0. Then
(a) the equation s(A+e&*rB)=&* has precisely two real solutions
*
*
<0<**;
(b) the only zeros of det(*I+A+e&*rB) on the vertical strip
[* # C | *
*
Re ***] are *
*
and **.
Proof. Let us first prove the assertion (a). It is clear that \(+)=
s(A+e&+rB) is continuous with respect to + # R. From the assumption
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(H2) it follows that \(0)=s(A+B)<0. Also we have \()=s(A)>&.
Hence the Intermediate value theorem implies that there is a **>0
such that s(A+e&**rB)=&**. Similarly from Corollary 3.5 we deduce
that there is a *
*
<0 such that s(A+e&**rB)=&*
*
. We now show that
the equation can not have more than two solutions. If the equation has
more than two solutions, says *i , i=1, 2, 3 with *1<*2<*3 . Let
_=min[*2&*1 , *3&*2]. Since det(*2I+A+e&*2rB)=0, by the con-
tinuity there is a sufficiently small =>0 such that det(*I&=I+A+e&*rB)
has a zero *0 with |*0&*2 |<_. By the definition of _ we have
*1<Re *0<*3 . Now the fact that
s(A+e&*i rB)=&*i , i=1, 3
and the part (b) of Corollary 3.3 yield that det(*I&=I+A+e&*rB) has N
zeros with real part greater than *3 , and also has exactly N zeros whose
real parts are greater than *1 . It follows that for any zero of
det(*I&=I+A+e&*rB), if its real part is greater than *1 , then the real
part must be greater than *3 . This contradicts the fact that
det(*I&=I+A+e&*rB) has a zero *0 with *1<Re *0<*3 . This proves the
part (a).
The proof of part (b) is essentially the same. First if det(*I+A+e&*rB)
has a *$ with *
*
<Re *$<**, then there exists a sufficiently small =>0
such that det(*I&=I+A+e&*rB) has a zero *= with **<Re *=<**. On
the other hand from the above proof one sees that det(*I&=I+A+e&*rB)
has exact N zeros with real part >*
*
and N zeros with real part >**.
However *
*
<Re *=<** implies that det(*I&=I+A+e&*rB) has at least
N+1 zeros with real part >*
*
. This is a contradiction. Next for & # R and
&{0, we show that
det((**+i&) I+A+e&(**+i&) rB){0.
If this is not the case, then there exists ’ # CN, ’{0, such that
(A+e&(**+i&) rB) ’=&(**+i&) ’.
Let d>Aii , i=1, ..., N and d>**. We have
(dI+A+e&(**+i&) rB) ’=(d&**&i&) ’.
It follows that
(d&**) |’|<(dI+A+e&**rB) |’|.
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Thus the positivity and irreducibility of dI+A+e&**rB yield that
r(dI+A+e&**rB)>d&**, and therefore s(A+e&**rB)>&**. This con-
tradicts the equality s(A+e&**rB)=&**. Similarly we have
det((*
*
+i&) I+A+e&(**+i&) rB){0
for all nonzero real number &. K
Proposition 3.6. Suppose A and B satisfy the conditions (H1) and
(H2). In addition suppose A+B is irreducible and B{0. Let r>0 and let
*
*
<0<** be the solutions of s(A+e&*rB)=&*. Then both *
*
and ** are
simple zero of det(*I+A+e&*rB).
Proof. We should only prove that ** is a simple zero. The proof for *
*
is essentially the same. First we claim that if ** is not a simple zero, then
the line y=&+ must be tangent to the graph of \(+)=s(A+e&+rB) at
(\(**), **)=(&**, **). That is, \$(**)=&1, where ‘‘ $ ’’ denotes the
derivative. Note that the condition (H1) and irreducibility of A+e&**rB
imply that dim(A+e&**rB)=1. Hence there are strictly positive vectors
’ # RN, ’* # RN* (where Rn* denotes the space of all N-dimensional row
vectors) such that
’*’=1, (A+e&**rB+**I ) ’=0, ’*(A+e&**rB+**I ) ’=0.
(3.10)
If ** is not a simple zero of det(*+A+e&**rB), then the linear delay
equation
x* (t)+Ax(t)+Bx(t&r)=0 (3.11)
must have a solution of the form x(t)=e**t (t’+!) with ! # RN. A
straightforward substitution of this equality into the equation (3.11) yields
that
(**I+A+e&**rB) !=&(I&re&**rB) ’. (3.12)
Multiplying the equation (3.12) from the left by ’* and with the use of
(3.10) we obtain
1&re&**r’*B’=0, or equivalently 1=re&**r’*B’. (3.13)
Notice that for each + # R, \(+) is a simple eigenvalue of A+e&+rB, by
applying the implicit function theory one is able to check that \(+) is con-
tinuously differentiable with respect to + # R. Now for + # R let ‘(+) be the
eigenvector of A+e&+rB corresponding to \(+) with the constraint
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’*‘(+)#1, + # R. Then it is clear that ‘(+) is differentiable with respect to
+, and in addition ‘(**)=’. Note that
(A+e&+rB&\(+) I ) ‘(+)=0, + # R. (3.14)
Differentiating (3.14) with respect to + at +=** and using the equalities
\(**)=&** and ‘(**)=’ we therefore obtain
[A+e&**B+**I] ‘$(**)&[re&**rB+\$(**)] ’=0. (3.15)
Now multiplying (3.15) from the left by ’* and with the use of (3.10) and
(3.13) we arrive at
\$(**)=&re&**r’*B’=&1. (3.16)
This completes our claim. Thus to prove that ** is a simple zero it suffices
to show that (3.16) can not happen. To this end, we shall show that (3.16)
will lead to a contradiction to the part (a) of Proposition 3.5 by a small
perturbation of the matrices A and B. First we observe that the condition
(H2) implies that \(0)=s(A+B)<0. Hence the continuity yields that
there is sufficiently small =>0 (=<1) such that
\(0)<&=**, s \ 11&= [=**I+A]+
1
1&=
B+<0. (3.17)
Now the continuity of \(+) and \$(**)=&1 imply that there is a *0<**
(with 0<*0) such that \$(*)<&1+= for all + # [*0 , **]. Hence it follows
from the Mean value theorem that
\(**)&\(*0)<(&1+=)(**&*0).
Therefore we have
\(*0)>\(**)&(&1+=)(**&*0)
=&**&(&1+=)(**&*0)
=&=**&(1&=) *0 . (3.18)
Now let
q(+)=&=**&(1&=) +.
Then from the first inequality of (3.17) we have
\(0)<q(0). (3.19)
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Moreover (3.18) implies that
\(*0)>q(*0). (3.20)
Hence it follows from the Intermediate value theorem that there is an
+* # (0, *0) such that
\(+*)=q(+*).
Furthermore we have
\(**)=&**=q(**).
Thus the equation \(+)=q(+) has al least two distinct positive solutions +*
and **. On the other hand, by the definition of \(+) and q(+) we see that
\(*)=q(*) implies that
s(A+e&+rB)=&=**&(1&=) +.
Apparently the above equation is equivalent to the equation
s \ 11&= [=**I+A]+
1
1&=
Be&+r+=&+. (3.21)
Therefore the equation (3.21) has at least two positive solutions +* and **.
However, if we let
A =
1
1&=
[=**I+A], B =
1
1&=
B.
Then it is obvious that the matrices A and B satisfy the condition (H1).
Moreover the second inequality of (3.17) implies that A and B also satisfy
the condition (H2). Thus from the part (a) of Proposition 3.5 one con-
cludes that the equation (3.21) has precisely one positive solution. This
leads to contradiction. K
Now are ready to state the following result that is an immediate conse-
quence of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that the matrices A and B satisfy the conditions
(H1) and (H2). Moreover suppose A+B is irreducible and B>0. If x(t) is
a solution of the equation
x* (t)=&Ax(t)&Bx(t&r), r>0,
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and x(t) is bounded as t   (resp. as t  &), then there exist #, _ # R
with _>0 such that
x(t)=#e** t’++O(e(**&_) t) as t  
(resp. x(t)=#e** t’&+O(e(**+_) t) as t  &),
where *
*
<0<** are eigenvalues defined in Proposition 3.5 and ’+>>0,
’&>>0 are the eigenvectors corresponding to *
*
and **, respectively.
Let us end this section with the following result that concerns the non-
existence of heteroclinic solution.
Proposition 3.8. Under the assumptions (A1) and (A2) given in Section 2,
the system (2.1) has no heteroclinic solution connecting !1 and !2 for all
r0.
Proof. Suppose for some r0 the system (2.1) has a heteroclinic solu-
tion xh (t) connecting !1 and !2. Let yh (t)=xh (&t), t # R. Then yh (t) is a
heteroclinic solution of the equation
y* (t)=&F( y(t), y(t&|r| )) (3.22)
connecting !1 and !2. On the other hand for j=1, 2, under the assumptions
(A1) and (A2) the matrices &DxF(! j, ! j) and &Dy F(! j, ! j) satisfy the
conditions (H1) and (H2). Hence by using Lemma 3.3 we deduce that
det[&(u+iv)&DxF(! j, ! j)&DyF(! j, ! j) e&(u+iv)|r|]{0
for all complex number u+iv with u0 and j=1, 2. It follows that both
the equilibria !1 and !2 of the equation (3.22) are stable and hence (3.22)
does not possesses a heteroclinic solution connecting !1 and !2. K
4. ASYMPTOTICAL BEHAVIOR OF BOUNDED SOLUTIONS FOR
A NONAUTONOMOUS SYSTEM
This section is devoted to the study of the asymptotical behavior of the
bounded, in particular the bounded and nonnegative solutions for the
following type of linear nonautonomous equation
x* (t)=&H(t) x(t)&G(t) x(t&r), x(t) # RN (4.1)
that arises as the variational equation around a heteroclinic solution. Here
r>0, H(t) and G(t) are continuous and bounded N_N real matrix-valued
functions on R. Let us begin with the investigation of asymptotical
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behavior of bounded solutions of (4.1) at t=. We suppose that H(t) and
G(t) satisfy the following conditions.
(B1) G(t)0, and all off diagonal elements of H(t) are nonnegative
for all t # R.
(B2) limt  H(t)=H() and limt  G(t)=G() exist.
(B3) The matrices H() and G() satisfy the conditions (H1) and
(H2).
(B4) H()+G() is irreducible and G(){0.
Following notations will be used in the rest of this paper.
(1) For ‘=(‘1 , ..., ‘N) # CN, we let &‘&=&‘&RN=|‘1 |+ } } } +|‘N |
and for a matrix Q # CN_N we let &Q&=&Q&CN_N .
(2) If a function x # C([t1&r, t2], CN) with t1<t2 , then as usual, for
t # [t1 , t2], the function xt # C([&r, 0], CN) is defined by xt (%)=x(t+%),
% # [&r, 0]. Moreover if f # C([&r, 0], CN), then & f &C=sup[& f (%)& : % #
[&r, 0]].
(3) If f : [0, )  CN is locally integrable and T0 is a constant,
then
f (*)=|

0
e&*tf (t) dt, f (T, *)=|

0
e&*tf (T+t) dt
denote respectively the Laplace transforms of f and f (T+ } ) for those * # C
for which the integrals converge.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose x(t) is a nonnegative solution of (4.1). If x(t) is
bounded as t   and &xt &C {0 for all sufficiently large t # R, then
s
*
=inf[s # R : lim
t  
e&st &x(t)&=0]>&.
Proof. Since |Hii (t)|, t # R, is bounded for i=1, ..., N, there is a suf-
ficiently large constant ;>0 such that
;>sup[ |Hii (t)| : t # R, i=1, ..., N].
We rewrite equation (4.1) as
x* (t)=;x(t)&[;I+H(t)] x(t)&G(t) x(t&r), t # R. (4.2)
Let A=H() and B=G(). We observe that
;I+H(t)0, G(t)0, t # R
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and
lim
t  
;I+H(t)=;I+A>0, lim
t  
G(t)=B>0.
Hence there is a sufficiently large T such that
;I+H(t) 12 (;I+A), G(t)
1
2B, tT. (4.3)
Applying the Laplace transform to the equation (4.2), together with (4.3)
and the fact of x(t)0, for all s>s
*
we have
&x(T )+sx^(T, s)
=;x^(T, s)
&|

0
e&st ([;I+H(t+T)] x(t+T )+G(t+T ) x(t+T&r)) dt
;x^(T, s)& 12 (;I+A) x^(T, s)&
1
2B |

0
e&stx(t+T&r) dt
=;x^(T, s)& 12 (;I+A+B
&sr) x^(T, s)& 12 B |
0
&r
e&s(t+r)x(t+T ) dt
;x^(T, s)& 12 (;I+A+B
&sr) x^(T, s). (4.4)
(4.4) yields that
(;I+A+B&sr) x^(T, s)2(;&s) x^(T, s)+2x(T ).
Or equivalently
(;I+A+Be&sr)
x^(T, s)
&x^(T, s)&
2(;&s)
x^(T, s)
&x^(T, s)&
+2
x(T)
&x^(T, s)&
, s
*
<s. (4.5)
From (4.4) we are able to claim s
*
>&. Suppose in opposition that
s
*
=&. We observe that x(t)0 implies that x^(T, s) is increasing as s
decreases. Moreover, for each 1iN, the continuity of xi (t) implies that
0 e
&stx i (t+T ) dt>0 whenever xi (T )>0. Hence there is constant c>0
such that
x(T )cx^(T, s), s # (&, 0].
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It follows from this inequality and (4.5) that for all s # (&, 0],
(;I+A+Be&sr)
x^(T, s)
&x^(T, s)&
2(;&s+c)
x^(T, s)
&x^(T, s)&
.
Since x^(T, s)&x^(T, s)&>0 for all s # (&, 0], the last inequality and
property [P3] (see Section 3) imply that
r(;I+A+Be&sr)2(;&s+c), s # (&, 0].
Consequently we have
s(A+Be&sr)2(&s+c), s # (&, 0].
This inequality contradicts Corollary 3.2. K
Lemma 4.2. Suppose x(t) is a solution of (4.1) satisfying the assumption
of Lemma 4.1 with s
*
being defined as in Lemma 4.1. Then there are
sequences [Tn], [sn] with Tn>0, sn>s* such that Tn   and sn  s* asn  , and
lim
n  
x(Tn)
&x^(Tn , sn)&
=0.
Proof. First if lims  s+* &x^(s)&= (where s  s
+
*
denotes the right-side
limit), then it is clear that lims  s+* &x^(T, s)&= for all T>0. Hence is
obvious that the Lemma 4.2 holds. Next suppose lims  s+* &x^(s)&<.
Since xi (t)0 for i=1, ..., N and t # R, it follows from the definition of & }&
that
|

0
e&s*t &x(t)& dt= :
N
i=1
|

0
e&s* txi (t) dt=&x^(s*)&<.
That is, 0 e
&s* t &x(t)& dt converges. Let
!(t)= :
N
i=1
xi (t), t # R.
Then we have
!(t)=&x(t)&, &x^(T, s)&=|

0
e&st!(T+t) dt,
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and 0 e
&s*t!(T+t) dt< for all T0. To complete the proof of Lemma
4.2 it suffices to show that
lim
T  
inf
!(T)
0 e
&s* t!(T+t) dt
=0. (4.6)
Suppose (4.6) does not hold. Then there exist positive numbers _ and T*
such that
!(T)_ |

0
e&s* t!(T+t) dt=_es*T |

T
e&s* t!(t) dt, TT*. (4.7)
Without loss of generality suppose that the inequality (4.7) holds for all
T0, for otherwise we may let !(t)=ni=1 xi (T*+t). Then (4.7) yields
that
e&s* t!(t)_ |

t
e&s*%!(%) d%, t0. (4.8)
Integrating (4.8) over [0, ] we obtain
|

0
e&s*t!(t) dt_ |

0 _|

t
e&s*%!(%) d%& dt
=_ |

0 _|
%
0
e&s*%!(%) dt& d%
=_ |

0
%e&s*%!(%) d%. (4.9)
If we apply (4.8) to (4.9) then we have
|

0
e&s*t!(t) dt_ |

0
%e&s*%!(%) d%
_2 |

0
% _| % e&s*{!({) d{& d%
=_2 |

0 _|
{
0
%e&s*{!({) d%& d{
=_2 |

0
{2
2
e&s*{!({) d{.
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By repeating the above procedure one easily deduces that for each n,
|

0
e&s* t!(t) dt_n |

0
{n
n!
e&s*{!({) d{. (4.10)
(4.10) yields that
\12+
n
|

0
e&s* t!(t) dt|

0
1
n! \
_{
2 +
n
e&s*{!({) d{, n=0, 1, ... . (4.11)
It follows from (4.11) that
2 |

0
e&s*t!(t) dt= :

n=0 \
1
2+
n
|

0
e&s* t!(t) dt
|

0
:

n=0
1
n! \
_t
2 +
n
e&s* t!(t) dt
=|

0
e&(s*&:) t!(t) dt, (4.12)
where :=_2>0. (4.12) implies that
|

0
e&(s*&:) t!(t) dt<. (4.13)
And hence there exists a sequence [tk] such that tk   as k   and
lim
k  
e&(s*&:) tk!(tk)=0. (4.14)
Since x(t) satisfies the equation (4.1), we have
d
dt
(e&(s*&:) tx(t))=W(t), (4.15)
where
W(t)=&[(s
*
&:) I+H(t)] e&(s*&:) tx(t)
&e&(s*&:) r G(t) e&(s*&:)(t&r)x(t&r).
Recall that !(t)=&x(t)&. So the boundedness of H(t) and G(t) and (4.13)
imply that 0 W(s) ds converges. Now integrating (4.15) from t to tk gives
e&(s*&:) tx(t)=e&(s*&:) tkx(tk)&|
tk
t
W(s) ds.
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By letting k   and with the use of (4.14) we therefore obtain
e&(s*&:) tx(t)=&|

t
W(s) ds.
Therefore
lim
t  
e&(s*&:) tx(t)=0.
And hence
lim
t  
e&stx(t)=0, ss
*
&:.
This contradicts the definition of s
*
. K
Corollary 4.3. Suppose x(t) is a nonnegative solution of (4.1) with
&xt&C {0 for t0 and let the number s* be defined as in Lemma 4.1. Then
s(H()+G() e&s*r)&s
*
.
Proof. For T0 and s>s
*
we have
sx^(T, s)=x(T)&|

0
e&stH(T+t) x(T+t) dt
&|

0
e&stG(T+t) x(T+t&r) dt
=x(T)&|

0
e&st [H(T+t)+e&srG(T+t+r)] x(T+t) dt
&e&sr |
0
&r
e&stG(T+t+r) x(T+t) dt
x(T)&[H()+G() e&sr] x^(T, s)
&|

0
3(T, s, t) e&stx(T+t) dt, (4.16)
where
3(T, s, t)=H(T+t)&H()+e&sr[G(T+t+r)&G()] .
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It is apparent that 3(T, s, t) converges to 0 as T   uniformly for t # R+
and ss
*
. Hence
"

0 3(T, s, t) e
&stx(T+t) dt
x^(T, s) "
sup[&3(T, s, t)& : t # [0, )]  0 as T  . (4.17)
uniformly for s # (s
*
, ). Let Tn and sn be the sequences defined in Lemma
4.2. It is obvious that x^(Tn , sn)&x^(Tn , sn)& has a subsequence converging
to a positive vector. Without loss of generality suppose x^(Tn , sn)
&x^(Tn , sn)&  ‘ # Rn and ‘>0. Dividing (4.16) by &L(Tn , sn)&, by letting
n   and with the use of (4.17) we arrive at
[H()+G() e&s*r] ‘&s
*
‘.
This inequality together with the property [P3] given in the Section 3
yields that s(H()+G() e&s*r)&s
*
. K
Proposition 4.4. Suppose in addition to assumptions (B1)(B4) that
|

0
tN&1 &H(t)&H()& dt<,
(B5)
|

0
tN&1 &G(t)&G()& dt<.
Let *
*
<0 such that s(H())+e&**rG())=&*
*
(see the Proposition
3.5) and let ’+>>0 be the corresponding eigenvector. Then the following are
true.
(a) If x(t) is a solution of (4.1) that is bounded as t  , then there
is a #+ # R such that
x(t)=#+e**t’++o(e**t) as t  .
(b) Furthermore, if the solution x(t) in the part (a) is nonnegative and
&xt&C {0 for all sufficiently large t # R, then the number #+ in the part (a)
is positive. In particular, x(t)>>0 and is strictly monotone decreasing for all
sufficiently large t # R.
Proof. Suppose x(t) is a solution of (4.1) that is bounded as t  .
Then following the same argument as the proof of Proposition 2.3 in [5],
we have
xt=x~ t+o(&x~ t&C), as t  , (4.18)
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where x~ (t) is a bounded solution (as t  ) of the equation
x* (t)=&H() x(t)&G() x(t&r).
From Theorem 3.7 it follows that there exist #+, _ # R with _>0 such that
x~ (t)=#+e** t’++0(e(**&_) t), as t  . (4.19)
Now it is clear that the assertion of part (a) is a direct substitution of
(4.19) into (4.18). If in addition suppose that x(t) is nonnegative and
&xt&C {0 for all large t # R, let the number s* be defined as in Lemma 4.1,
then it is clear that
s
*
*
*
(4.20)
by the expression in the part (a). On the other hand by Corollary 4.3 we
have s(H()+e&s*rG())&s
*
. We claim that
*
*
s
*
. (4.21)
For if s
*
<*
*
, then the continuity of s(H()+e&+rG()) with respect to
+ # R and Corollary 3.2 would limply that the equation s(H()+e&+rG())
=&+ has a solution *$ # (&, s
*
]. This would be a contradiction to
Proposition 3.5. Thus from (4.20) and (4.21) we have s
*
=*
*
. Now from
(4.18), (4.19), the definition of s
*
, and the positivity of x(t) we easily conclude
that
x(t)=#+e**t’++o(e**t) as t  
with #+>0. Consequently x(t)>>0 for all sufficiently large t. Moreover by
substituting the above expression for x(t) into the equation (4.1) and with
the use of equality [H()+e&**rG()] ’+=&*
*
’+ we obtain
x* (t)=&H(t) x(t)&G(t) x(t&r)
=&H() x(t)&G() x(t&r)
+[H()&H(t)] x(t)+[G()&G(t)] x(t&r)
=&#+e**t[H()+e&**rG()] ’++o(e**t)
=#+*
*
e** t’++o(e** t) as t  .
The above inequality yields that x* (t)<<0 for sufficiently large t, and hence
x(t) is strictly decreasing for sufficiently large t. K
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Corollary 4.5. Suppose the assumption of Proposition 4.4 is satisfied.
If x(t), t # R is a nonnegative and bounded solution of (4.1), and &xt &C {0
for all sufficiently large t # R, then x(t)>>0 for all t # R.
Proof. From Proposition 4.4 it follows that there is a T # R such that
x(t)>>0 for all t # [T, ). Let =>0 be fixed and if we let ; be larger
enough such that ;+Hii (t)= for all t # R and i=1, ..., N. Then applying
the variation-of-constant formula to (4.2), for all t # (&, T ), we have
x(t)=|

t
e;(t&s) ([;I+H(s)] x(s)+G(s) x(s&r)) ds
|

T
=e;(t&s)x(s) ds
>>0. K
We observe that if x(t)0 is a nontrivial bounded solution of (4.1), then
&xt&C {0 for all sufficiently negative t. By reversing the time and using the
same arguments as above we have
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that, in addition to the assumption (B1), the
functions H(t) and G(t) satisfy
(B2)$ limt  & H(t)=H(&) and lim t  & G(t)=G(&) exist.
(B3)$ The pair of matrices H(&) and G(&) satisfy the conditions
(H1) and (H2).
(B4)$ H(&)+G(&) is irreducible and G(&){0.
(B5)$ 0& |t|
N&1&H(t)&H(&)& dt<,
0& |t|
N&1 &G(t)&G(&)& dt<.
Then we have
(a) If x(t) is a nontrivial solution of (4.1) that is bounded as t  &,
then there is a #& # R such that
x(t)=#&e** t’&+o(e** t) as t  &.
where ** is a unique positive solution of the equation s(H(&)+
e&*rG(&))=&* and ’&>>0 is the corresponding eigenvector.
(b) If further suppose that x(t) is nonnegative, then #& in the above
expression is positive. In particular x(t)>>0 and is strictly monotone increas-
ing for all sufficiently negative t # R.
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5. MONOTONICITY OF A HETEROCLINIC SOLUTION
In this section we will show that the is a neighborhood 0 of R such that
if xh (t) is a heterolinic solution of the Equation (2.1) connecting from !1
to !2 for some r>0 and xh (t) # 0 for all t # R, then xh (t) is monotone
increasing.
Lemma 5.1. There is a neighborhood 0 of the rectangle R such that if
xh (t) is a heteroclinic solution of (2.1) in 0 connecting from !1 to !2, then
!1xh (t)!2 for all t # R.
Proof. For j=1, 2, since the Jacobian matrix Mj=&DxF(! j, ! j)&
Dy F(! j, ! j) at the equilibrium !i is irreducible and off-diagonal entries of
Mj are nonnegative, by the hypothesis (A2) and (A3) there is a row vector
‘ j* # Rn*, ‘ j*>>0, such that
‘ j*Mj=s j‘ j*, j=1, 2,
where sj=s (Mj)<0. The strict positivity of ‘ j* yields that there is an =>0
such that
sj‘ j*&‘ j*Q<<0, for all Q # RN_N with &Q&<=, j=1, 2.
(5.1)
Since Fx(x, x) +Fy (x, x) is continuous, and !1 and !2 are minimum
and maximum elements of R respectively, there exists a rectangular
neighborhood 0 of R such that
&M2&M (x)&<=, if x # 0 , x!2,
(5.2)
&M1&M (x)&<=, if x # 0 , x!1,
where M (x)=&Fx(x, x)&Fy (x, x). We claim that if xh (t) is a heteroclinic
solution of (2.1) connecting from !1 to !2 that stays inside of 0 for all t # R,
then !1xh (t)!2 for all t # R. Let us first show that xh (t)!2 for t # R.
To do so let x*=(x1* , ..., xn*) with
xi*=sup[xhi (t), t # R], i=1, ..., N.
Then x* # 0. We shall show that x*=!2. It is obvious that xi*!2i for all
i=1, ..., N. Moreover for each i, if xi*=!2i , then the assumption (A1)
implies that
0=Fi (!2, !2)Fi (x*, x*);
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If xi*>!2i , then there is a ti # R such that x i*=x
h
i (ti) and hence
0=x* hi (t i)=F i (x
h (ti), xh (ti&r))F i (x*, x*).
It follows that
0Fi (x*, x*), i=1, ..., N.
Therefore by using the above inequality and the definition of M (x) we
arrive at
0&F(x*, x*)
=&[F(x*, x*)&F(!2, !2)]
=|
1
0
M (!2+%(x*&!2)) d%(x*&!2). (5.3)
Let
Q=|
1
0
[M2&M (!2+%(x*&!2))] d%.
Then (5.3) yields that
M2 (x*&!2)=Q(x*&!2)+|
1
0
M (!2+%(x*&!2)) d%(x*&!2)
Q(x*&!2).
Hence
(M2&Q)(x*&!2)0. (5.4)
Now from our choice of 0, (5.2), and the definition of Q we have
&Q&|
1
0
&M2&M (!2+%(x*&!2))& d%=. (5.5)
Thus with the use of (5.1), (5.4), (5.5), and the relations of x*!2 and
s2‘2*=‘2*M2 we obtain
0(s2‘2*&‘2*Q)(x*&!2)=‘2*(M2&Q)(x*&!2)0.
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It follows that (s2‘2*&‘2*Q)(x*&!2)=0. Consequently we have x*=!2
because s2‘2*&‘2*Q is strictly positive. By using a same argument as
above one easily sees that
!1i =inf[x
h
i (t) : t # R], i=1, ..., N. K
Lemma 5.2. Let xh be a heteroclinic solution of (2.1) connecting from !1
to !2 such that !1xh (t)!2 for all t # R. Then xh (t)<<!2 for all t # R.
Proof. For i=1, ..., N, we define
yi (t)=sup[xhi (s) : &<st], t # R,
and let y(t)=( y1 (t), ..., yN(t)). Then it is obvious that y(t) is continuous,
monotone increase, xh (t) y(t) for all t # R, and
lim
t  &
y(t)=!1, lim
t  
y(t)=!2.
To claim Lemma 5.2 it suffices to show that y(t)<<!2, t # R. For this pur-
pose we fix an =>0 and let ; # R be positive and sufficiently large such that
;>
Fi (x)
xi
+=, x # R, i=1, ..., N. (5.6)
Moreover we let
F ; (x, y)=;x&F(x, y), x, y # R.
Then it is clear that the Jacobian matrices F ;x(x, y) and F
;
y(x, y) are non-
negative for x, y # R by the assumption (A1). Hence F ; (x, y) is increasing
with respect to x and y in R. Since xh (t) is bounded on R and satisfies the
equation
x* h (t)=;xh (t)&[;xh (t)&F(xh (t), xh (t&r))]
=;xh (t)&F ; (xh (t), xh (t&r)), t # R.
Applying the variation-of-constant formula to the above equation we
obtain that for all t # R,
xh (t)=|

t
e;(t&s)F ; (xh (s), xh (s&r)) ds
=|
0
&
e;vF ; (xh (t&v), xh (t&v&r)) dv. (5.7)
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It follows from the above equation, the monotonicity of F ; (x, y) and y(t),
and the inequality x(t) y(t) that for each fixed t # R and all st,
xh (s)=|
0
&
e;vF ; (xh (s&v), xh (s&v&r)) dv
|
0
&
e;vF ; ( y(s&v), y(s&v&r)) dv
|
0
&
e;vF ; ( y(t&v) xh (t&v&r)) dv
=|

t
e;(t&v)F ; ( y(s), y(s&r)) dv. (5.8)
(5.8) and the definition of y(t) therefore yield that
y(t)|

t
e;(t&s)F ; ( y(s), y(s&r)) dv, t # R. (5.9)
Now let
Ti=sup[t # R : yi (t)<!2i ], i=1, ..., N.
We claim that Ti= for i=1, ..., N so that that y(t)<<!2 for all t # R. If
this is not the case, then we have
&<min[T1 , ..., Ti]=t*<.
Case 1. Suppose sup[T1 , ..., Ti]=min[T1 , ..., Ti]. Then Ti=t* for
i=1, ..., N. So the monotonicity of y(t) implies that y(t)=!2 for all tt*
and y(t)<<!2 for all t<t*. Note that F(!2, !2)=0, we have
!2=|

t*
e;(t*&s)[;!2&F(!2, !2)] ds=|

t*
e;(t*&s)F ; (!2, !2) ds.
It follows from the above equality, (5.9), and the fact y(t)=!2 for tt*
that
0=!2& y(t*)
|

t*
e;(t*&s)[F ; (!2, !2)&F ; ( y(s), y(s&r))] ds
=|
t*+r
t*
e;(t*&s)[F ; (!2, !2)&F ; (!2, y(s&r))] ds
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=|
t*+r
t*
e;(t*&s) [F(!2, y(s&r))&F(!2, !2)] ds
=|
t*+r
t*
e;(t*&s) _|
1
0
&Fy (!2, !2+%[ y(s&r)&!2]) d%& (!2& y(s&r)) ds.
(5.10)
By the hypotheses (A1)(A3) we have
&Fy (!2, !2+%[ y(s&r)&!2])0 % # [0, 1]
and
lim
s  t*+r |
1
0
&Fy (!2, !2+%( y(s&r)&!2)) d%=&Fy (!2, !2)>0.
Hence there is an 0<$r such that
|
1
0
&Fy (!2, !2+%( y(s&r)&!2)) d%>0, t*+r&$s<t*+r.
Notice that !2& y(s&r)>>0 for all s<t*+r. With the use of (5.10) we
therefore conclude that
0=!2& y(t*)
|
t*+r
t*+r&$
e;(t*&s) _|
1
0
&Fy (!2, !2&%( y(s&r)&!2)) d%& (!2& y(s&r)) ds
>0.
This leads to a contradiction.
Case 2. Suppose T*=sup[T1 , ..., Tn]>inf [T1 , ..., Tn]. Without
loss of generality (otherwise by a rearrange of indices) we suppose that
Ti<T*, i=1, ..., k; T j=T*, j=k+1, ..., N,
for some k # [1, ..., N&1]. Then there is a t1 such that
Ti<t1<T*, i=1, ..., k.
So by the definition of Ti ’s we have
yi (t)=!2i , t # [t1 , ), i=1, ..., k,
(5.11)
yj (t)<!2j , t # [t1 , T*), j=k+1, ..., N.
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Also it is clear that
lim
t  T*
y(t)=!2.
Let F ; (x)=F ; (x, x)=;x&F(x, x). Then by the hypothesis (A1) the
matrix F ;x(x)=;I&Fx(x, x)&Fy (x, x) is positive and continuous for x in
a neighborhood of R. Hence there exists a neighborhood O of !2 such that
F ;x(x)
1
2 F
;
x(!
2), x # O. (5.12)
Now the fact that limt  T*y(t)=!2 and (5.12) yield that there is a t2 with
t1t2<T* such that
F ;x( y(s)+%[!
2& y(s)]) 12F
;
x(!
2), % # [0, 1], s # [t2 , T*). (5.13)
Now let t3 # R such that t2<t3<T*. Then (5.11) and the monotonicity of
y(t) imply that for j=k+1, ..., N,
yj (t2) yj (s) yj (t3)<!2j , s # [t2 , t3].
This yields that for j=k+1, ..., N,
!2j & yj (s)!
2
j & yj (t3)=
!2j & yj (t3)
!2j & yj (t2)
(!2j & yj (t2)), s # [t2 , t3].
It follows that
!2j & yj (s)m(!
2
j & y j (t2)), s # [t2 , t3], j=k+1, ..., N,
where
m=min {
!2j & y j (t3)
!2j & yj (t2)
: j=k+1, ..., N=>0.
Noticing that
yi (s)=!2i , s # [t2 , t3], i=1, ..., k,
we therefore have
!2& y(s)m(!2& y(t2)), s # [t2 , t3]. (5.14)
Now (5.9) and the monotonicity of F ; and y yield that
y(t2)|

t2
e;(t2&s)F ; ( y(s), y(s&r)) ds|

t2
e;(t2&s)F ; ( y(s)) ds. (5.15)
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We observe that !2 = t2 e
;(t2&s) F ; (!2) ds. It therefore follows from
(5.13)(5.15) that
!2& y(t2)|

t2
e;(t2&s)[F ; (!2)&F ; ( y(s))] ds
=|

t2
e;(t2&s) _|
1
0
F ;x( y(s)+%[!
2& y(s)]) d%& (!2& y(s)) ds
|
t3
t2
e;(t2&s) _|
1
0
F ;x( y(s)+%[!
2& y(s)]) d%& (!2& y(s)) ds

m(t3&t2) e&(t3&t2)
2
F ;x(!
2)(!2& y(t2)).
Notice that F ;x(!
2)=;I&Fx(!2, !2)&Fy (!2, !2) is positive and irreducible
by the hypotheses (A3), the last inequality and !2& y(t2)>0 imply that
(see Theorem 1.3(c) in [2, p. 27])
!2& y(t2)>>0.
This leads to a contradiction. K
Lemma 5.3. Let xh (t) be a heteroclinic solution of (2.1) satisfying the
assumption of Lemma 5.2. Then xh (t)>>!1 for all t # R
Proof. Since F ; (x, y) is increasing with respect to x and y and
xh (t)!1, xh (t&r)!1 by Lemma 5.2, we have
F ; (xh (s), xh (s&r))&F ; (!1, !1)0, s # R. (5.16)
Moreover xh (t)  !2 as t   implies that there is a t$ such that
xh (t)>>!1, t # [t$, ). (5.17)
Observe that F(!1, !1)=0. Hence
|

t
e;(t&s)F ; (!1, !1) ds=|

t
e;(t&s); ds !1=!1 for all t # R.
(5.18)
(5.7), (5.17), and (5.18) yield that
0<<xh (t$)&!1=e;t$|

t$
e&;s [F ; (xh (s), xh (s&r))&F ; (!1, !1)] ds.
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Therefore we have
|

t$
e&;s[F ; (xh (s), xh (s&r))&F ; (!1, !1)] ds>>0. (5.19)
As an obvious consequence of (5.16) and (5.19) one obtains that for all
tt$,
xh (t)&!1=e;t |

t
e&;s[F ; (xh (s), xh (s&r))&F ; (!1, !1)] ds
e;t |

t$
e&;s[F ;(xh (s), xh (s&r))&F ; (!1, !1)] ds
>>0. K
Lemma 5.4. Let xh (t) be a heteroclinic solution of (2.1) satisfying the
assumption of Lemma 5.2. Then there is a T*>0 such that the heteroclinic
solution xh (t) of (2.1) is strictly monotone increasing for t # (&, &T*] _
[T*, ).
Proof. Let u(t)=!2&xh (t), t # R. Then u(t)>>0 by Lemma 5.2.
Moreover a straightforward computation shows that u(t) satisfies the
equation
u* (t)=&H(t) u(t) u(t)&G(t) u(t&r),
where
H(t)=&|
1
0
DxF(,(t, %), ,(t&r, %)) d%,
G(t)=&|
1
0
DyF(,(t, %), ,(t&r, %)) d%
with ,(t, %)=xh (t)+%(!2&xh (t)). It is obvious that the assumptions
(A1)(A4) guarantee that H(t) and G(t) satisfy the conditions (B1)(B5) given
in Section 4. It follows from Proposition 4.4 that u(t) is strictly monotone
decreasing for tT*, where T* is a sufficiently large number. Hence xh (t)
is strictly increasing for tT*. Similarly, with the use of Proposition 4.6
one sees that xh (t) is strictly increasing for t&T* if T* is large
enough. K
We now give the proof of Theorem A as follows.
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Proof of Theorem A. In the light of Proposition 3.8 and Lemma 5.1 we
only need to proof that if xh (t) is a heteroclinic solution of (2.1) connecting
from !1 to !2 and xh (t) # R for all t # R, then xh (t) is monotone increasing.
Let y(t) be the function defined in the proof of Lemma 5.2 and let
z(t)=(z1 (t), ..., zN(t)) with
zi (t)=inf [xhi (s) : ts<], t # R, i=1, ..., N.
Then by arguing in the same way as for y(t) we see that z(t) is continuous,
increasing,
z(t)xh (t) y(t), t # R, (5.20)
and
z(t)|

t
e;(t&s)F ; (z(s), z(s&r)) ds, t # R. (5.21)
Since !1<<xh (t)<<!2 for all t # R and xh (t) is strictly monotone increas-
ing for all sufficiently positive and negative t by Lemma 5.4, it therefore
follows that there is a sufficiently large T >0 such that
z(t)=xh (t)= y(t), t # (&, &T ] _ [T , ), (5.22)
and z(t), y(t) are strictly increasing on (&, &T ] _ [T , ). We claim
that z(t)#y(t) for t # R. If this is false, then there is an index i # [1, ..., N]
and a t0 # (&T , T ) such that
zi (t0)< yi (t0). (5.23)
We shall show that this will lead to a contradiction. To this end we let
K=[: # R : z(t+:) y(t), t # [&T , T ]].
If :=2T , then for t # [&T , T ] we have
z(t+:)z(&T +:)=z(T )= y(T ) y(t). (5.24)
(5.24) implies that K is nonempty. Moreover it is obvious that K is
bounded below by 0. Hence :~ =inf K0 is a real number. Furthermore by
the continuity of y(t) and z(t), the inequality (5.23), and the definition of
:~ one easily sees that :~ must be positive. In addition,
z(t+:~ ) y(t), t # [&T , T ] (5.25)
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and there is at least a t1 # [&T , T ] such that
z(t1+:~ )>>3 y(t1). (5.26)
Note that :~ >0 and (5.22) implies that
z(t+:~ )>> y(t), t # (&, &T ] _ [T , ). (5.27)
Now by using (5.21) we easily verify that
z(t+:~ )|

t
e;(t&s)F ; (z(s+:~ ), z(s+:~ &r)) ds, t # R. (5.28)
Recall that
F ; (x, y)==x+F ;&= (x, y)
with F ;&= (x, y)=(;&=) x&F(x, y). By our choice of ; (see (5.6)) it is
obvious that the function F ;&= (x, y) is also monotone increasing with
respect to x and y for x, y # R. By using this fact, together with (5.9),
(5.25), (5.27), (5.28) we arrive at
z(t1+:~ )& y(t1)|

t1
e;(t1&s)[F ; (z(s+:~ ), z(s+:~ &r))
&F ; ( y(s), y(s&r))] ds
e;t |

T
e&;s=[z(s+:~ )& y(s)] ds
>>0.
This contradicts (5.26). Hence we must have z(t)#xh (t)#y(t) for all t # R,
and therefore xh (t) is monotone increasing. K
6. SPECTRAL PROPERTY OF A MONOTONE
HETEROCLINIC SOLUTION
We shall prove Theorem B in this section. Before proceeding to the proof
let us first introduce some definitions regarding an ordered Banach space
that will be used later on.
Let X be an ordered Banach space with a positive cone X+ . An element
x # X is said to be positive if x # X+ "[0]. The positive cone X+ is called
generating if X=X+&X+ . X+ is said to be normal if there is constant
c>0 such that for any x, y # X+ , y&x # X+ implies that &x&Xc &y&X ,
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where & }&X denotes the norm on the Banach space X. A linear operator
S: X  X is called positive if SX+ X+ . A linear and closed operator
B: D(B)X :  X is said to be resolvent positive if the resolvent set \(B)
of B contains an interval (|, ) and (*I&B)&1 is positive for all suf-
ficiently large * # \(B) & R. We further mention some known results:
(C1) If a closed operator B: D(B)X :  X is resolvent positive and
the positive cone is generating and normal, then s(B) # _(B) whenever
s(B)>& [20, Theorem 3.5, p. 79], where s(B)=[Re * : * # _(B)] is the
spectral bound of B.
(C2) In addition to the assumption in (C1), if s(B) is an eigenvalue
of B with finite algebraic multiplicity, then B has a positive eigenfunction
associated with s(B). (The proof of this result is can be found in [14,
Propositions 2.4] but the original proof was due to H. R. Thiema in his
unpublished notes. A similar proof for positive and compact operator can
also be found in [22, pp. 291292])
We observe that according to the above definitions the Banach space L1
with the positive cone
L1+=[, # L
1 : , i (t)0, t # R, i=1, ..., N]
is an ordered Banach space (here ,i (t)0, t # R is in the sence of a.e.).
Moreover the positive cone L1+ is generating and normal. It is also clear
that both the operator A: W 1, 1  L1 and its formal adjoint operator
A*: W1,   L defined in Section 2 are closed.
Finally, for each * # C we say that the operator A&*I (see [17, Section
3]) is asymptotically hyperbolic if
det([iv&*] I+P(\)+Q(\) e&ivr){0 for all v # R.
Analogously the operator A*&*I is called asymptotically hyperbolic if
det([&iv&*] I+PT (\)+QT (\) eivr){0 for all v # R.
It is clear that A&*I is asymptotically hyperbolic if and only if A*&* I is
asymptotically hyperbolic (where * is the conjugate of * and A*&* I is the
formal adjoint operator of A&*I ).
Lemma 6.1. There is a $>0 such that for all * # C with Re *&$, the
operator A&*I is asymptotically hyperbolic.
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Proof. Notice that by assumptions (A1) and (A2), P()=
&Fx(!2, !2), Q()=&Fy (!2, !2) satisfy the conditions (H1) and (H2)
given in Section 3. Hence Lemma 3.3 implies that there is a $1>0 such that
for each * # C with Re *&$1 ,
det([iv&*] I+P()+Q() e&ivr){0 for all v # R. (6.1)
Similarly the matrices P(&)=&Fx(!1, !1), Q(&)=&Fy (!1, !1)
satisfy the conditions (H1) and (H2). So there is a $2>0 such that for each
* # C with Re *&$2 ,
det([iv&*] I+P(&)+Q(&) e&ivr){0 for all v # R. (6.2)
Thus the lemma follows from (6.1) and (6.2) with $=min[$1 , $2]. K
Lemma 6.2. Both the operator A and its formal adjoint operator A* are
resolvent positive.
Proof. We shall only prove that A is resolvent positive. The proof for
A* is the same. For *>0 and , # L1 let us consider the equation
(*I&A) x=,, x # W1, 1.
This is equivalent to the equation
x* (t)=(*+;) x(t)&[;I+P(t)] x(t)&Q(t) x(t&r)&,(t), t # R. (6.3)
Here ;>0 is chosen to be sufficiently large such that
;>sup[ |Pii (t)| : t # R, i=1, ..., N].
Note that x # W 1, 1 is a solution of (6.3) if and only if x # C(R, RN) and
x(t)=|

t
e(*+;)(t&s) ([;I+P(s)] x(s)+Q(s) x(s&r)+,(s)) ds, t # R.
(6.4)
Let S* : L1  L1 be defined by
(S*x)(t)=|

t
e(*+;)(t&s) ([;I+P(s)] x(s)+Q(s) x(s&r)) ds.
Then it is clear that S* is a positive operator for all *0. If we let
C=sup[;+&P(t)&+&Q(t)& : t # R],
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then we have
|

&
&(S* x)(t)& dt
C |

&
|

t
e(*+;)(t&s) (&x(s)&+&x(s&r)&) ds dt
=C |

&_|
s
&
e(*+;) t dt& e&(*+;) s (&x(s)&+&x(s&r)&) ds
=
C
*+; |

&
(&x(s)&+&x(s&r)&) ds
=
2C
*+;
&x&L1 .
The above inequality yields that for all real * with *>2C&; we have
&S*&L(L1, L1)
2C
*+;
<1.
We observe that for , # L1, if we let
,*=|

t
e(*+;)(t&s) ,(s) ds,
then similar to the above computation one easily verifies that
&,*&L1
1
*+;
&,&L1 .
From the equation (6.4) we have
(I&S*) x=,* .
Hence x is uniquely given by
x=(I&S*)&1 ,* .
This implies that
(*I&A)&1 ,=(I&S*)&1 ,*= :

k=0
S*k ,* .
Therefore (*I&A)&1 is a bounded and positive operator for all *>2C&;.
That is, A is resolvent positive. K
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Now we turn to investigate the dimension of the null space of operator
A, that is to study the number of bounded and linearly independent solu-
tions of the variational equation of (2.1) at the heteroclinic solution xh (t)
connecting from !1 to !2:
x* (t)=&P(t) x(t)&Q(t) x(t&r), t # R. (6.5)
First we observe that the monotonicity of xh (t) implies that ,h (t)=x* h (t)
is a bounded and nonnegative solution of (6.5). Moreover xh (t)<<!2 for
all t # R by Lemma 5.2. This yields that &,h&C {0 for all t # R. Hence from
Corollary 4.5 it follows that ,h (t)=x* h (t)>>0 for all t # R. In particular
with the use of Propositions 4.4 and 4.6 we have
,h (t)=e**t’&+o(e**t), as t  &,
(6.6)
,h (t)=e**t’++o(e**t), as t  .
Here **>0 is a unique positive solution of s(&Fx(!1, !1)&e&*rFy (!1, !1))
=&* and *
*
<0 is a unique negative solution of s(&Fx(!2, !2)&e&*rFy
(!2, !2))=&*, and ’&>>0, ’+>>0 are corresponding eigenvectors.
Lemma 6.3. If x(t) is a nontrivial, nonnegative, and bounded solution of
the equation (6.5), then x(t)>>0 for all t # R.
Proof. First if &xt &C>0 for all t # R, then from Corollary 4.5 it follows
that x(t)>>0 for all t # R. So to claim Lemma 6.3 it is enough to show that
&xt&C {0 for all t # R. Suppose this is not the case. Then there is a t0 # R
such that &xt0 &C=0. Since Eq. (6.5) is a linear system, we have x(t)=0 for
all tt0 . Moreover Proposition 4.6 implies that there is a #&>0 such that
x(t)=#&e**t’&+o(e**t), as t  &. (6.7)
We define
S=[: # R : :,h (t)>>x(t), t # R].
From the expressions (6.6) and (6.7) we see that if :1>#&, then there is
a T # R, Tt0 , such that
:1 ,h (t)>>x(t), t # (&, T] _ [t0 , ).
Moreover x is bounded and continuous on [T, t0], and ,h (t) is strictly
positive and continuous on [T, t0]. Hence there is an :2 # R such that
:2 ,h (t)>>x(t), t # [T, t0].
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So if we let :3=max[:1 , :2], then
:3 ,h (t)>>x(t), t # R.
This yields that :3 # S and hence S is nonempty. It is also obvious that
:<#& implies that :  S. So that S is bounded below by #&. Therefore
:*=inf S is a real number and 0<#&:*. Let x*(t)=:*,h (t)&x(t),
t # R. Then x*(t) is a nonnegative solution of (6.5). In particular we have
&xt*&C=:*&,ht &C>0 for all tt0 . Hence Corollary 4.5 implies that
x*(t)>>0 for all t # R. We shall show that this will lead to a contradiction.
First let us suppose #&=:*. Then it follows from (6.6) and (6.7) that
x*(t)=o(e**t) as t  &.
However since x*(t) is nonnegative, nontrivial, and bounded, this con-
tradicts Proposition 4.6. Next suppose #&<:*. We pick a number : with
#&<: <:*. Then it is clear that there is a T0<t0 such that
: (t) ,h (t)>>x(t), t # (&, T0] _ [t0 , ). (6.8)
Moreove since :*,h (t)&x(t)=x*(t)>>0 for t # [T0 , t0] and both ,h (t)
and x(t) are continuous on the closed and bounded interval [T0 , t0], there
is an :$ # [: , :*) close enough to :* such that
:$,h (t)>>x(t) for all t # [T0 , t0]. (6.9)
Combining (6.8) and (6.9) we obtain that
:$,h (t)>>x(t), t # R.
This contradicts the definition of :*. K
Proposition 6.4. dim N(A)=1.
Proof. The proof is essentially similar to the proof of Lemma 6.3. Let
x # N(A)"[0]. Without loss of generality suppose x is real. Then
x # C(R, RN). We shall show that there is an :* # R such that x=:*,h.
Observe that x # N(A) implies that x(t) is a bounded solution of the varia-
tional equation (6.5). It follows from the assumptions (A1)(A4) and
Propositions 4.4 and 4.6 that there are #+, #& # R such that
x(t)=#+e**t’++o(e**t), as t  
(6.10)
x(t)=#&e**t’&+o(e**t), as t  &.
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Let
7=[: # R : :,h (t)>>x(t), t # R],
with the use of (6.6) and (6.10), and arguing in the same way as the one
used in the proof of Lemma 6.3 one is able to see that
:*=inf 7 # R.
We claim that :*,h (t)&x(t)#0. First it is clear that :*,h (t)&x(t) is a
bounded and nonnegative solution of (6.5). Hence from Lemma 6.3 it
follows that either :*,h (t)&x(t)#0 or :*,(t)&x(t)>>0 for all t # R.
However if :*,(t)&x(t)>>0, then by Proposition 4.4 and 4.6 we have
:*>#+, :*>#&.
Then by using the above inequality and the same argument as in the proof
of Lemma 6.3 one easily sees that there would be a number :$<:* such
that :$,h (t)>>x(t) for all t # R and this contradicts the definition of :*. It
follows that we must have :*,h&x=0. That is, N(A)=span[,h] and
hence dim N(A)=1. K
Now we are in the position to prove Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B(i), (ii).1 First by Lemma 6.1 there is a positive con-
stant $ such that A&*I is asymptotically hyperbolic for all * # C
with Re *>&$. It follows from [17, Theorem 1.1] that for all * # C with
Re *>&$, both the operator A&*I and its formal adjoint operator
A*&* I are Fredholm,
dim N(A*&* I )=codim R(A&*I ), (6.11)
and
R(A&*I )={, # L1 : |

&
[(s)]T ,(s) ds=0 for all  # N(A*&* I )],
(6.12)
where [(s)]T stands for the conjugate transpose of *(s). Moreover since
A is a closed operator, 4=[* # C: Re *>&$] is an open and connected
subset of C, and also by Lemma 6.2 4 & \(A){<, it follows that the
following are true (see [15, the first paragraph in p. 243]):
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1 In the proof of Theorem B we have avoided a direct use of some known result about the
relation of eigenvalues between a Fredholm operator and its dual operator because the
operator A* defined in this paper is only a formal adjoint operator of A.
(D1) Ind(A&*I )=dim N(A&*I )&codim R(A&*I )=0, * # 4.
(D2) If * # _(A) & 4, then * is an eigenvalue of A with finite
algebraic multiplicity.
Analogously, (D1) and (D2) remain to be true if A is replaced by
A*. We observe that 0 # _(A) and hence s(A)0>&. Therefore the
resolvent positivity of A and (C1) yield that s(A) # _(A), and hence
s(A) # _(A) & 4. Thus by using (D2) we conclude that s(A) is an eigenvalue
of A with finite multiplicity. Now it follows from (6.11) and (D1) that
dim N(A*&s(A) I )=codim R(A&s(A) I )=dim N(A&s(A) I )>0.
(6.13)
(6.13) implies that s(A) # _(A*). Thus we have s(A*)s(A)0. This
inequality, together with the resolvent positivity of A* therefore yield that
s(A*) # _(A*) & 4. Hence s(A*) is an eigenvalue of A* with finite algebraic
multiplicity. Consequently by (C2) A* has a positive eigenfunction
* # W1,  associated with s(A*). By using the equalities A**=s(A*) *
and A,h=0, and following a straightforward computation we obtain
s(A*) |

&
[*(s)]T ,h (s) ds=|

&
[A**(s)]T ,h (s) ds
=|

&
[*(s)]T (A,h)(s) ds=0. (6.14)
We notice that
|

&
[*(s)]T ,h (s) ds>0, (6.15)
for ,h is strictly positive and *{0 is positive. As an immediate conse-
quence of (6.14), (6.15), and the inequality 0s(A)s(A*) we have
s(A)=s(A*)=0. With the further application of Proposition 6.4, (6.12),
and (6.13) we conclude that
dim N(A*)=dim N(A)=1,
R(A)={, # L1 : |

&
[*(s)]T ,(s) ds=0= .
Finally to show that 0 is a simple eigenvalue of A it is sufficient to show
that
N(A2)=N(A).
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To this end let , # N(A2). Then A,=c,h for some constant c. Hence
c |

&
[*(s)]T ,h (s) ds=|

&
[*(s)]T (A,)(s) ds
=|

&
[(A**)(s)]T ,(s) ds=0.
Therefore we have c=0 and hence A,=0. This implies that , # N(A). K
Before proceeding to the proof of the part (iii) of Theorem B we need the
following auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Let f : (a, b)  C be differentiable. If
| f (t)|>0,
d
dt
| f (t)|=| f4 (t)|, t # (a, b),
then arg[ f (t)]=constant for t # (a, b). That is, there is a constant
% # [0, 2?) such that f (t)=| f (t)|ei% for all t # (a, b).
Proof. Let %(t)=arg[ f (t)]. By the differentiability of f we can choose
a branch of %(t)=arg[ f (t)] such that it is differentiable. Moreover, we can
express f (t) as f (t)=| f (t)|ei%(t). Hence we have
f4 (t)=i%4 (t) ei%(t) | f (t)|+ei%(t)
d
dt
| f (t)|.
It follows that
d
dt
| f (t)|=| f4 (t)|= } i%4 (t) | f (t)|+ ddt | f (t)| } .
Notice that | f (t)|{0, the above equality immediately implies that %4 =0 for
t # (a, b) and hence %(t)=constant for t # (a, b). K
Proof of Theorem B(iii). Suppose *=iv # _(A), where v # R. We shall
show that vr=2n? for some integer, or equivalently that eivr=1. Notice
that *=iv # _(A) implies that iv # 4, and hence &iv=iv is an eigenvalue of
A* by (6.11) and (D1)(D2). Therefore there is a function ‘ # W1,  such
that A*‘=&iv‘. That is
‘4 (t)=iv‘(t)+PT (t) ‘(t)+QT (t+r) ‘(t+r), t # R.
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Let .*(t)=e&ivt‘(t), t # R. Then .* # W1,  and
.* *(t)=PT (t) .*(t)+e ivrQT (t+r) .*(t+r)
=&:.*(t)+[:I+PT (t)] .*(t)+eivrQT (t+r) .*(t+r), t # R,
(6.16)
where : is a real number such that
:>sup[ |PTii(t)| : t # R, i=1, ..., N]+1. (6.17)
Thus we have :I+PT (s)I for s # R. The variation-of-constant formula to
(6.16) gives that for t # R,
.*(t)=|
t
&
e&:(t&s) [[:I+PT (s)] .*(s)+eivrQT (s+r) .*(s+r)] ds.
(6.18)
Now for t # R we define
(t)=|
t
&
e&:(t&s) [[:I+PT (s)] |.*(s)|+QT (s+r) |.*(s+r)|] ds,
(6.19)
where |.*(t)|=(|.1*(t)|, ..., |.*N(t)| ). Let us first establish following two
claims.
Claim 1. (t)=|.*(t)| for t # R and A*=0.
It is clear that  # W1, . Moreover :I+PT (s)I, QT (s+r)0 and
(6.18)(6.19) imply that
(t)|.*(t)|, t # R. (6.20)
By differentiating the equation (6.19) we obtain
4 (t)=&:(t)+[:I+PT (t)] |.*(t)|+QT (t+r) |.*(t+r)|
=PT (t) (t)+QT (t+r) (t+r)
&[:I+PT (t)]((t)&|.*(t)| )&QT (t+r)((t+r)&|.*(t+r)| ) .
That is,
(A*)(t)=3(t), t # R, (6.21)
where for all t # R,
3(t)=[:I+PT (t)]((t)&|.*(t)| )+QT (t+r)((t+r)&|.*(t+r)| ) .
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By (6.17) we have
(A*)(t)=3(t)(t)&|.*(t)|. (6.22)
Recall that A,h=0 and ,h (t)>>0 for t # R. It follows from (6.20)(6.22)
that
0=|

&
[(t)]T (A,h (t) dt
=|

&
[A*(t)]T ,h (t)) dt
|

&
((t)&|.*(t)| )T ,h (t) dt
0.
Therefore we have (t)&|.*(t)|=3(t)=0. Hence =|.*( } )| is a positive
eigenfunction of A* corresponding to the zero eigenvalue.
Claim 2. There are constants %j # [0, 2?) such that .j*(t)=ei%j j (t)
for, j=1, ..., N and all sufficiently large t # R.
First we note that by reversing the time, the function  (t)=(&t) is a
positive and bounded solution of the equation
y* (t)=&PT (&t) y(t)&QT (&t+r) y(t&r).
Thus Proposition 4.6 implies that  (t) is strictly positive for all sufficiently
negative t and hence (t)=|.*(t)| is strictly positive for all sufficient large t.
Moreover from equations (6.18) and (6.19) we have
d
dt
(e:t.*(t))=e:t ([:I+PT (t)] .*(t)+eivrQT (t+r) .*(t+r)) , (6.23)
d
dt
(e:t(t))=e:t ([:I+PT (t)] (t)+QT (t+r) (t+r)) , (6.24)
(6.23) and (6.24) yield that
} ddt (e:t.*(t)) }e:t ([:I+PT (t)] |.*(t)|+QT (t+r) |.*(t+r)| )
=
d
dt
(e:t(t))=
d
dt
|e:t.*(t)|
 } ddt (e:t.*(t)) } .
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The above inequality implies that
d
dt
|e:t.j*(t)|= } ddt (e:t.j*(t)) } , j=1, ..., N. (6.25)
Claim 2 therefore follows from (6.25) and Lemma 6.5.
Now by (6.18), (6.19), Claim 1, and the equality (t)=|.*(t)| we have
(t)=|.*(t)|
|
t
&
e&:(t&s) |[:I+PT (s)] .*(s)+eivrQT (s+r) .*(s+r)| ds
|
t
&
e&:(t&s) ([:I+PT (s)] |.*(s)|+QT (s+r) |.*(s+r)| ) ds
=(t), t # R.
The above inequality yields that for all t # R,
|[:I+PT (t)] .*(t)+eivrQT (t+r) .*(t+r)|
=[:I+PT (t)] |.*(t)|+QT (t+r) |.*(t+r)|. (6.26)
Note that |.*(t)|>>0 for all sufficiently large t and .j*(t)=ei%j |.j*(t)| for
j=1, ..., N by Claim 2. Then we have
.j*(t+r)
.j*(t)
=
|.j*(t+r)|
|.j*(t)|
, j=1, ..., N. (6.27)
For sufficiently large t, if we let
D(t)=diag \.1*(t+r).1*(t) , ...,
.*N (t+r)
.*N (t) + ,
A(t)=:I+PT (t), B(t)=QT (t+r) D(t),
then, with the use of equality (6.27), for all large t # R the equation (6.26)
can be written as
|[A(t)+eivrB(t)] .*(t)|=[A(t)+B(t)] |.*(t)|. (6.28)
Now for an N_N complex matrix R=(Rij) we let |R|=(|Rij | ). Note that
for sufficiently large t, both A(t) and B(t) are nonnegative matrices. From
(6.28) we therefore deduce that
|[A(t)+eivrB(t)] .*(t)||A(t)+eivrB(t)| |.*(t)|[A(t)+B(t)] |.*(t)| .
(6.29)
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(6.28) and (6.29) yield that |A(t)+eivrB(t)| |.*(t)|=[A(t)+B(t)] |.*(t)|.
Thus |.*(t)|>>0 implies that for large t # R,
|A(t)+eivrB(t)|=A(t)+B(t). (6.29)
Recall that QT ()>0. Hence B(t)>0 for all large t. Therefore for a fixed
large t there is at least an entry Bjs (t)>0. From (6.29) we have
} :
N
k=1
(Ajk (t)+eivrBjk (t)) }= :
N
k=1
(Ajk (t)+Bjk (t)).
From this equality, together with the fact that Ajj (t)=:+PT (t)>1 (see
(6.17)) and Bjs (t)>0, one easily concludes that eivr=1. That is, vr=2n?
for some integer n.
Finally, it is clear that for any v # R with vr=2n? for some integer n and
, # W1, 1, A,=iv, if and only if A, =0, where , (t)=eivt,(t). Since 0 is
a simple eigenvalue of A and so that iv=i2n?r is a simple eigenvalue
of A. K
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